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Abstract
Economists have explored methods of using media in the classroom for decades. One of the most
common forms of media used is music. This paper adds to ongoing efforts in economics to link
music directly to course content by creating a database of each year’s best song since 1964. The
database provides an historical timeline to help instructors connect economic events from the
past with the music of that time-period. For each song selected, key economics concepts are
highlighted and a sample of the relevant lyrics are provided.
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1. Introduction
Learning about economics is understandably difficult for students. One of the primary
issues they face is their lack of familiarity with the material. Elasticity, utility, subjective value,
business cycles and many other terms are akin to a foreign language for most students. In
addition, a general shortage of real world experience makes connecting students to the economic
lexicon even more trying. However, students typically have much more experience with
economics than they initially believe, but are left adrift in a sea of unfamiliar jargon. As educators,
we are fond of saying that “economics is everywhere”, but this rings hollow to students in the
classroom unless we provide tangible examples of this fact.
One logical place to turn to make economics more relevant to our students is popular
music. Whether in audio or video form, media is ubiquitous to teachers and students alike in the
digital era. To this end, we have constructed a database of the best economics-themed songs
from 1964 through 2016. We decided on identifying the best song for each year rather than the
greatest songs of all time to showcase the dynamic culture of music as a reflection of society. By
focusing on the music of a particular year, teachers can use this database to provide historical
context to economics for their students.
This paper introduces a database of music for economics in the pop culture era and details
the economic content of each song for every year since 1964. The paper proceeds as follows:
Section 2 provides a literature review of approaches to using media in the economics classroom,
Section 3 details the importance of music to society at large, Section 4 presents the list of songs
and how we arrived at them, and Section 5 concludes.
2. Literature review
Research findings suggest that people use different cognitive systems to process visual
and audio media. Willingham (2009) identifies a simple question to make the argument for the
use of media as a teaching tool, "Why do students remember everything that's on television and
forget what we lecture?" The answer, Willingham suggests, is because media helps students
retain concepts and ideas.
Setting facts to rhythm and rhyme is a useful practice for recall and learning. For example,
medical students, have long used rhymes and songs in order to help master and retain huge
quantities of information. In fact, noted cognitive scientist, David Rubin (1997), showed that
when two words in a ballad are linked by rhyme, college students remember them better than
non-rhyming words. A study by Ludke, Ferreira, and Overy (2014) found that adults learned a
new language more effectively when they sang the words versus speaking them. In addition,
according to Gold, Frank, Bogert, and Brattico (2013), most people learn better when listening to
music that is pleasurable, presumably because of the encouraging emotions generated.
That economics can be found in music is not surprising. Nineteenth century economist
Alfred Marshall (1920, p.1) famously remarked that “economics is a study of mankind in the
ordinary business of life”. Many song lyrics capture Marshall’s statement perfectly, which makes
them useful for teaching and learning economics. Interestingly, research indicates that
incorporating music influences final examination scores, student evaluation results, and overall
attendance rates in a pre–principles economics course. Raeshler (2010) found that linking lyrics
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to economics concepts has a positive influence on course attendance and student evaluations
for courses taught in both face-to-face as well as online formats.
In the economics sphere, Tinari and Khandke (2000) made use of popular songs dating
back to the 1930s to help teach concepts. Mateer and Rice (2007), Hall and Lawson (2008), Hall,
Lawson, and Mateer (2008) and Krasnozhon (2013) have each expanded the set of songs related
to economics by referencing newer, popular music. A particularly interesting application of using
music in the economics classroom is found in an article by Van Horn and Van Horn (2013). They
comprise a list of songs to introduce concepts related to various figures relevant to the history of
economic thought. And Holder, Hoffer, Al-Bahrani, and Lindahl (2015), contribute an innovative
project-based learning approach combining music and economics where students create their
own economics-themed songs and music videos to explain economic concepts and terms.
In addition to music, Mateer (2005), Sexton (2006), Mateer and Li (2008), Mixon (2010),
Ghent, Grant, and Lesica (2010), Luccasson and Thomas (2010), Mateer, Ghent, and Stone (2011),
Mateer and Stephenson (2011), Kuester, Mateer, and Youderian (2014), Hall (2013), Cleveland,
Holder, and O’Roark (2016), and Mateer, O’Roark, and Holder (2016) provide a variety of
pedagogical approaches that integrate other types of media into the economics classroom.
Considered as a whole, media is arguably the most widely used alternative to traditional “chalk
and talk” style lectures in economics courses.
The common thread in this body of research is that the use of popular media continues
to provide a unique communication medium that motivates and reinforces learning. Serva and
Fuller (2004) argue that the current methods of evaluating learning and instruction have not kept
pace with changes in learning theory or with the transformed technological infrastructure of the
modern classroom. They demonstrate how effective music use, typically not measured in
traditional teaching evaluation instrumentation, is an important dimension of the classroom
experience and how the use of music can play a large role in explaining student perceptions of
instructional performance.
It is evident that utilizing media increases the efficiency of the learning process and helps
transfer knowledge by actively engaging the audience or learner. Additionally, media, but
specifically music, complements many traditional approaches to learning. The method is
engaging, aids student retention, motivates interest in the subject matter, and helps illustrate
the relevance of many concepts. Furthermore, technology plays a crucial role by creating new
learning environments that extend the possibilities of popular media as a teaching device
(Bransford, Brown & Cocking 1999).
As we observe today’s technologies changing the landscape in terms of ease of access,
we are beginning to recognize that movies, documentaries, television shows and music are
transitioning away from a one-way communication tool. Instead, new technologies are leading
to a new learning framework that allows for an interactive, dual-pathway approach, such as
student-created content, project-based learning and the use of a breadth of updated music
resources. Student-produced music projects have now found their way into mainstream
economics education and one can find wonderful examples of student-created economics
content at Rockonomix (www.rockonomix.com, Holder et al 2015) or by searching “Music for
Economics” on Critical Commons (www.criticalcommons.org). Our database serves as an
additional resource of music for economists, designed to provide an easy to use, effective
teaching tool for the economics classroom.
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3. Music in society
Music is a powerful force, not only for teaching, but also as a reflection of the world in
which we live. Part of the benefit of using music as a teaching tool is that it can tell a story and
communicate historical and sociological trends to students as well as economic meaning. As Dick
Clark once said, “music is the soundtrack of our lives”. While that may be overly simplistic, the
internet grants us the opportunity to play any kind of music for any type of situation with the
click of a button.
Interestingly, Attali (1985) writes that music has long been a precursor to political and
economic changes in society. Without a doubt the advent of rock and roll reflected a transition
in what was socially acceptable in music. Elvis kicked off a change in America’s music options in
earnest in the 1950s. The Beatles, the Rolling Stones, the Beach Boys and all of Motown, spurred
on by radio and records, helped play to the tastes of the new consumer class. Part of this was
driven by the commoditization of music, a stage in development Attali calls “repetition”, the
ability to mass produce the distribution of a song. While Attali frowns upon capitalists and their
take-over of the music industry, this repetition allowed a song’s message to be repeated which
enabled the ability to influence change. This presaged the protest movements of the late 1960s
and 1970s and, shaped in the crucible of rebellious youth, music gave voice to the anti-war
movement and the civil rights movement. Even the emergence of punk was a backlash against
progressive rock and was rooted in the social/political upheaval - anti-war movements, oil price
shocks, price controls, Nixon's recognition of China, the fall of Saigon, Watergate - of the 1970s.
The relationship between music and economic health has also been directly examined in
a number of studies. Prechter (1985), who advances Socionomics – a field of study that examines
how waves of social mood motivate social action – claims that the stock market reflects the mood
of the investment community and as a consequence, is a reflection of the mood of society as a
whole. Certain trends in the market also appear to be matched by popular music. As the economy
improves, popular songs trend towards simple, upbeat melodies in major keys peaking with
joyous upbeat and love songs with inventive melodies and harmonies. Conversely, as the
economy turns south, the public mood follows and the ear of the masses changes favoring minor
keys and socially conscious themes. Melodies fade as songs are given to more rhythm and
distorted sounds. As moods bottom out, songs of despair and violence often prevail. This is
exemplified by the switch to the happier sounds of Madonna, early techno-pop and Will Smith,
of the early to mid-1980s.
Prechter goes on to analyze the rise and fall of pop musicians themselves as the stock
market undulates. Beginning in 1950, as the market climbed artists like Elvis, the Beach Boys, and
Little Richard hit the top of the charts, peaking around 1965. A general melancholy in the market
from 1965 through the early part of the 1980s is highlighted by Pink Floyd, Barry Manilow, heavy
metal and punk rock. The Beatles were one of the only groups to successfully navigate this change
in public sentiment; the end of their run together can be attributed more to Yoko Ono rather
than any economic shift that put the sound of the Fab Four out of step with the public mood, but
even their music was notably different in tone by the end.
Further research on the connection between public mood and economic perception was
conducted by Pettijohn and Sacco (2009). These authors test the Environmental Security
Hypothesis which says that during uncertain times, people focus more on their personal safety
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and security and that this filters into their feeling on popular culture. Their review of the Billboard
Number 1 songs for the years 1955 through 2003 finds that in bad economic times, music was
deemed to be more meaningful and comforting. It also tended to explore issues with social
significance or relationship themes. During good times, the lyrics were less meaningful and more
distracting. Pettijohn and Sacco claim “music preferences may be a reflection of the particular
needs of society during specific periods of time.” (p. 165)
Pettijohn, Eastman and Richard (2012) take a slightly different tack on the relationship
between music and economic health. Their results showed that songs at the top of the Billboard
music charts with more beats per minute, considered to be happier songs with major chords as
the underpinning of the music, were more popular in good economic times as measured by the
General Hard Times Measure, an index of U.S. unemployment rates, changes in disposable
income, changes in the CPI, death, birth, marriage, suicide and homicide rates. This makes sense
if we recognize that songs connect people, places and events and act as a bridge for humanity to
share their collective joy or their collective misery for the world around them.
Music certainly plays a prominent role in our lives, and the lives of our students. Songs
are also a reflection of the political and economic mood of the nation. Our list of the best songs
from each year highlights those that tell the best economic story while offering the best
opportunity for increasing students’ understanding of the economics that permeates their lives.
4. The songs
Appendix I provides a list of the best songs for each year since 1964. Our goal is to focus
on the evolution of music alongside the changing economic climate over time. Consequently, we
have taken the approach of the best song of the year, rather than a cumulative “best of” list. As
a result, we believe that our list provides a more balanced library of music that follows both
societal and economic trends.
In making our selections, we began by searching the Billboard charts and Grammy winners
for each year. We also searched across genre lines so as not to exclude potential candidates.
Finally, we relied upon our expertise as teachers to narrow the selections to a reasonable
number.
To choose the winner for each year, we concentrated on how well a song answered two
questions. First, “does this song teach economics?” and second “does the song fit within the
historical events of the year?” Our purpose in this was to communicate that themes in economics
are consistently part of the music landscape. However, we also realize that the reach of a song
is important, thus, when a clear-cut winner wasn’t available, a weight was given to the popularity
of the artist who recorded the song.
The formulation of this list involved scouring hundreds of tunes, referencing ranking lists
like Billboard and Grammy winners, surveying colleagues at more than a dozen economic
education conferences (including the AEA, CTREE, SEA, CEE, and APEE meetings) from 2013-2016,
teacher training workshops throughout the US, Canada, and Europe, and feedback from
thousands of our own students. While we have settled on this list, it was not always by unanimous
consent. Some years were particularly difficult as there were many good candidates. For instance
in 1966, the winner “Taxman” by the Beatles, was challenged by the Kinks’ “Dedicated Follower
of Fashion” which deals with demand shifts, Johnny Rivers’ “Poor Side of Town”, a song of socio45
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economic division, the Vogues’ “Five O’clock World”, a song about the value of time and the
discontent of a 9-5 job, and a second Beatles tune “Paperback Writer”, which details a no-name
author trying to break into a very competitive industry. “Taxman” won out due to frequent
reference to the song by colleagues, student interest in The Beatles, and because of the clear and
persistent economic themes throughout the song. While 1966 was undeniably a great year for
economics songs, other years lacked a stellar candidate. We settled on Adam and the Ants’
“Stand and Deliver” in 1981, which is a fine song about robbery along the King’s Highway, but
would have been overlooked in other, more competitive, years.
In Appendix I, we have included the year of the song, the title, the artist, the basic
economic topics included in the song and a brief commentary on the social issues of the day .
Some songs include a plethora of content. For example, “Take a Walk”, the 2012 song, mentions
at least ten different topics. However, not all of these are explored well in the lyrics. Thus, we
provide some further analysis of key lyrics by detailing the primary underlined economic topic in
each song.
5. Using music in the classroom
There are multiple ways of incorporating music in a class. One approach is to play a song
that is related to the material to be covered prior to the beginning of class (see Mateer and Rice
(2007)). This approach is advantageous because it creates a welcoming environment as students
come to class, it extends teaching time, and it provides a clear jumping off point for the beginning
of class. Once the music stops, class commences.
A more interactive way to use music is to take a pause during a lecture and have students
listen to a song. Ask them to identify a specific lyric that goes along with the material for the day.
For example, if you are covering elasticity, play “I Like Beer” (1974). Ask students to demonstrate
how they know demand for beer is inelastic. If they can provide you with evidence that there are
no good substitutes (Whiskey’s too rough; champagne costs too much; vodka puts my mouth in
gear), they likely understand the basics of elasticity.
Finally, solicit input from students. Students have their own musical tastes. If given the
chance, they can provide you with song choices for future classes. Have them provide a song and
their interpretations of the lyrics from an economics perspective (Al-Bahrani, Holder, Patel, and
Wooten 2016) or create an economics-themed music video (Holder et al 2015). These types of
assignments allow students to express themselves creatively (See Appendix II for an additional
Lyrics Animation Project). They also serve as a method for exam review since a good
interpretation will likely require them to examine multiple topics from the course.
6. Conclusion
This database of songs showcases many economic concepts and each of the songs also
reflects the sound and culture of their respective era. This gives instructors the ability to teach
core concepts using a variety of musical styles. In addition, modern economic history can now be
taught utilizing music.
That being said, this list concentrates mainly on western musicians. American, British,
Canadian and Australian artists all provide contributions, but it would be interesting to see
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whether there are similar connections between music and the economic mood in countries like
India, Japan, Russia, or South Korea. This is certainly an area for future work.
We believe this project is more than just a list. The literature on learning clearly shows
that students retain information better when exposed to media. Therefore, we hope that
instructors will use this list to integrate more music into their courses to help students learn
economics. Moreover, there is ample room for additional research that examines the historical
links between economics and television, economics and popular movies, and even economics
and digital technologies like social media. We hope that economic educators will continue to
explore ways to connect economics to popular culture as a way to increase student engagement
and learning.
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Appendix: Songs Database
Year/Title/Artist

Economic Concepts

Lyrics

Economic Explanation

Social Commentary

1964: Can’t Buy Me
Love by The Beatles

elasticity, money as a medium of
exchange, trade, utility

I’ll buy you a diamond ring my friend; If it
makes you feel all right; I’ll get you anything
my friend; If it makes you feel all right.

Money can buy lots of things to
make you “feel alright” even if it
can’t buy me love.

Reflects the peace and love of
the 1960s music scene.

1965: (I Can’t Get No
Satisfaction by The
Rolling Stones

diminishing marginal utility,
imperfect information, shifting
demand, unlimited wants, utility

I can’t get no satisfaction; I can’t get no
satisfaction; ‘Cause I try and I try and I try
and I try; I can’t get no, I can’t get no

It would appear that the Stones
never experience diminishing
marginal utility since no matter
what they get, they aren’t
satisfied.

The beginning dissatisfaction
with the economic and social
divide in the US. For Jagger,
this divide was driven by
commercialism.

1966: The Taxman
by The Beatles

inefficient taxation, inelastic
demand, marginal tax rates,
redistribution

That’s one for you 19 for me.

The Beatles were paying a 95%
tax rate (“that’s one for you
nineteen for me”). This
discourages work, and
encourages tax evasion.

Mounting anger at the high tax
rates in Britain.

1967: The Letter by
The Box Tops

inelastic demand, time preference,
utility

I don’t care how much money I gotta spend;
Got to get back to my baby again; Lonely
days are gone; I’m a-goin’ home; ‘Cause my
baby just a-wrote me a letter.

Money doesn’t matter. I’ll pay
whatever the price to get back to
my baby. My demand is perfectly
inelastic.

A song about getting back
together. Social unrest led
some to reconsider old
relationships. Relatively more
affordable airfare makes the
impromptu trip possible.

1968: (Sittin’ on) The
Dock of the Bay by
Otis Redding

diminishing returns to information,
inside the production possibilities
curve, time preference,
unemployment, underemployment
of resources

I’m sittin’ on the dock of the bay; Watching
the tide roll away; Ooh, I’m just sittin’ on the
dock of the bay wastin’ time

Wasting time is an indication of
an underproductive resource.

A song of peace in a time of
turmoil. The Vietnam War was
underway.

1969: In the Ghetto
(The Vicious Circle)
by Elvis Presley

marginal costs and benefits of
crime, poverty, property rights,
redistribution

And his hunger burns; So he starts to roam
the streets at night; And he learns how to
steal; And he learns how to fight; In the
ghetto

People make choices under the
constraints of their conditions. To
deal with scarcity some people
turn to crime.

A song reflecting the cycle of
poverty of children born in the
ghetto.

1970: War by Edwin
Starr

economics of war, destruction of
resources, macro vs. micro,
production possibilities curve, time
preference

(War); It ain’t nothin’ but a heartbreaker!;
(War); Friend only to the undertaker; Ooh,
war

War is good for the undertakers.
Even destruction has some
positive economic benefits, but
those tend to be micro in nature
rather than the macro
consequences.

An antiwar anthem reflecting
the disgust of many Americans
over the continuing war in
Vietnam.

1971: I’d Love to
Change the World by
Ten Years After

externalities, market failure,
monopolies, pollution, population
growth, racial tension,
redistribution

Tax the rich, feed the poor; Till there are no
rich no more

You could tax the rich and feed
the poor as a way to fix things.
The problem is that the outcome
would not end poverty.
Eventually you will just run out of
people to tax.

At the time, concerns about
overpopulation, pollution,
economic inequality and war
were mounting

1972: Lean on Me by
Bill Withers

comparative advantage, division of
labor, informed decisions, scarcity,
specialization, time preference,
unlimited wants

You just call on me brother when you need a
hand; We all need somebody to lean on; I just
might have a problem that you’d understand;
We all need somebody to lean on.

When you need a hand, when
you’re not strong you can lean on
someone who can help you.
Because they are in a position to
be stronger than you, they are
specializing in something you
can’t do as well at that time.

A song about just getting along
and helping each other. A
welcome respite for a nation
wondering if it had lost its way.

1973: For the Love
of Money by The
O’Jays

economics of crime, money as a
medium of exchange, unlimited
wants

Listen to me y’all, do things; Do thing, do bad
things with it; You wanna do things, do things;
Do things, goods things with it

People do all kinds of things to
get money, but they want money
to go buy things both good and
bad.

This song warns the listener
about the how money can
change your attitude leading to
bad outcomes. As the
economy slowed, crime rates
were on the rise in the USA.

1974: Cat’s in the
Cradle by Harry
Chappin

choices, investment, learning by
doing, opportunity cost

My son turned ten just the other day; He said,
“Thanks for the ball; Dad, come on let’s play;

Time is limited so when you
spend it doing one thing, like
working, paying bills, or catching

The breakdown of the insular
family cannot be pinpointed to a
specific date, but this song has
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can you teach me to throw”; I said “Not today;
I got a lot to do”; he said, “That’s ok

a plane, you have to give up
playing with your kid.

resonance because family life
was changing.

1975: I Like Beer by
Tom T. Hall

imperfect substitutes, inelastic
demand, utility

Whiskey’s too rough; champagne costs too
much; vodka puts my mouth in gear; This
little refrain should help me explain; as a
matter of fact I like beer

It isn’t just the alcohol in beer that
Mr. Hall enjoys. Sure there are
substitutes, but his demand for
beer is more inelastic since he
won’t easily switch to these.

Beer is the drink of choice of
country music fans and it
epitomizes the simpler values
that many rural Americans
appreciate.

1976: One Piece at a
Time by Johnny
Cash

economics of crime, labor mobility,
no such thing as a free lunch,
regulation, specialization

I got it one piece at a time and it didn’t cost
me a dime; You’ll know it’s me when I come
through your town

It didn’t cost him a dime for the
parts, but the time and effort he
put into taking the parts, and
putting them together, and the
risk of losing his job, along with
the ridicule when he drove by
makes this a costly endeavor
after all.

Tensions in American
manufacturing altered the way
people thought about their
relationship with an employer.
This song reflects, albeit in a
humorous way, the angst
people felt as the
manufacturing sector began to
shift overseas.

1977: Career
Opportunities by The
Clash

choice, conscription, frictional
unemployment, opportunity cost

I hate the army and I hate the R.A.F.; I don’t
wanna go fighting in the tropical heat; I hate
the civil service rules and I won’t open letter
bombs for you; Career opportunities are the
ones that never knocked

All of these available jobs are
ones the Clash could do but they
don’t want to do. It isn’t that they
don’t have the skills nor is it that
there are no jobs available, thus,
we have a situation of frictional
unemployment.

Unemployment rates were
falling in 1977 but there was
still a pall over the economy as
inflation was rising quickly.
This song suggests that being
unemployed shouldn't make
someone a pariah.

1978: Blue Collar
Man (Long Nights)
by Styx

dignity of work, marginal thinking,
poverty, unemployment

Make me an offer that I can’t refuse; Make
me respectable man; This is my last time in
the unemployment line; So like it or not

While I want a great offer, one “I
can’t refuse” it may not come
down to that. At some point any
job offer will do. The marginal
costs of staying in the
unemployment line are too high.

Unemployment continues to be
a theme. This may not be
reflected in the data, but it
certainly reflected the mood of
the late 1970s.

1979: A Gallon of
Gas by The Kinks

complimentary goods, difference
between shortages and no supply,
interest rates, regulating prices,
shortages

There’s no more left to buy or sell; There’s no
more oil left in the well; A gallon of gas can’t
be purchased anywhere; For any amount of
cash

When the market isn’t allowed to
work and price controls are put in
place, as they were in 1979, the
quantity demanded exceeds the
quantity supplied. Increases in
prices would normally fix this
problem, but price controls
prevent it.

1970s regulations on gas prices
led to long waits at the pump.

1980: 9 to 5 by Dolly
Parton

collusion, cooperation, margins,
monopsony in the labor market,
private property protection, trust

9 to 5; for service and devotion; You would
think that I; Would deserve a fair promotion;
Want to move ahead; But the boss won’t
seem to let me in; I swear sometimes that
man is out to get me

This 9 to 5 job is making Dolly
crazy, or at least it has the
potential to, but with limited
options she is forced to take what
is given, and accept being looked
over for promotions. A lack of
mobility puts the employer in a
monopsonistic position.

Reflects the difficulties woman
were facing in the workplace.

1981: Stand and
Deliver by Adam and
the Ants

barriers to trade, choice,
economics of crime, trends in
fashion, preferences

Stand and deliver; your money or your life!

“Your money or your life” the
classic question of bandits is
asked repeatedly in this song. If
travelers are faced with this
tradeoff, they may avoid travel
and trade all together.

An attempt at flamboyant
distraction coming out of the
1970s. It worked as this song
hit the top of the charts in the
UK.

generational mobility, human
capital, inputs into production,
labor mobility, resource limitation,
structural unemployment, unions

But the restlessness was handed down; And
it’s getting very hard to stay-ay-ay-ay-ay-ayay-ay-ay-ay-ay-ay-ay.

People moved to Allentown for
jobs. When the factories closed,
people find it hard to stay.
Without a means of supporting
oneself, the incentives for
relocation change.

As the American economy was
changing, factories were
closing down and people were
losing their jobs.

1982: Allentown by
Billy Joel
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1983: Union
Sundown by Bob
Dylan

capitalism, comparative
advantage, gains from trade,
outsourcing, subsistence wages,
unions

When it costs too much to build it at home;
You just build it cheaper someplace else.

Dylan finds that many of the
things he is buying come from
foreign countries. The low cost
labor found in countries like
Taiwan and Singapore provides
those nations a comparative
advantage in production.

Privatization of sectors of the
economy in the 1980s and
rapid internationalization of
trade began the decline of
unions.

1984: Material Girl
by Madonna

capital accumulation,
consumption, savings, selfinterest, utility

If they can’t raise my interest; then I have to
let them be.

Clearly, there are some suitors
who make Madonna more
interested than others. If they
don’t pique her curiosity, then
she doesn’t want to waste her
time.

The anthem of the 1980s "Me
Generation" - Its all about how
much stuff you have. A
noticeable shift in the tenor of
pop music is underway.

no such thing as a free lunch,
diminishing marginal utility,
opportunity cost, derived demand
for labor, comparative advantage

Money for nothin’ and your chicks for free

The cynic’s comments discount
the hours of lessons and practice
and travel that rockers have to
undergo.

The economy is roaring but
people still look at those with
more than they have and are
jealous. Physical labor is
earning less income than in
prior years.

1986: The Way It Is
by Bruce Hornsby

discrimination, unemployment,
voting, welfare policy

Standin’ in line marking time; Waiting for the
welfare dime; ‘Cause they can’t buy a job

The opening stanza reflects on
the people in the welfare line
trying to make ends meet. They
must not have the skills
employers are looking for.

This song addresses the civil
rights movement in the U.S. As
the country becomes
increasingly wealthy, attention
turns to social issues.

1987: Rent by The
Pet Shop Boys

beneficial trade, consumption,
needs vs. wants, unlimited wants

I love you, you pay my rent

The refrain from the song is that
love is traded for rent money.
While it sounds tawdry, both
sides appear to benefit from the
transaction.

The song focuses on a
materialistic relationship where
love and money are
intertwined.

1988: I’m Gonna Be
(500 Miles) by The
Proclaimers

diminishing marginal utility,
inelastic demand, opportunity cost,
utility

But I would walk five hundred miles; And I
would walk five hundred more; Just to be the
man who walked a thousand miles; To fall
down at your door

The demand for the girl in this
song is nearly perfectly inelastic.
If you would walk 500 miles for
someone, then walk 500 more,
you are demonstrating that there
is almost no price too high to be
with the one you love.

By the end of the 1980s the
economy was booming in
America, as a result, this feel
good song focuses on
relationships rather than
money.

1989: I Want It All by
Queen

inelastic demand, needs vs.
wants, positive time preferences

I want it all; I want it all; I want it all; and I
want it now

When does he want it all? Now.
Persons who want something
immediately have strongly
positive time preferences.

Another song highlighting the
materialistic focus of people
living in the 1980s.

1990: Money Talks
by AC/DC

exchange rates, luxury goods,
market equilibrium, money as a
medium of exchange, prices

Tailored suits; chauffeured cars; Fine hotels
and big cigars; Up for grabs; up for a price

Markets determine the price of
every good from luxuries to
necessities.

Marriage rates in the U.S. have
declined since the 1980s. This
song reflects the idea that you
can love someone for the
money, but that won't buy a
lasting relationship.

1991: (Everything I
Do) I Do It For You
by Bryan Adams

inelastic demand, needs vs.
wants, utility

Don’t tell me it’s not worth tryin’ for; You can’t
tell me it’s not worth dyin’ for; You know it’s
true; Everything I do, I do it for you.

He is willing to die for her, a
perfect example of inelastic
demand.

This song is about sacrificing
everything for love. This
reflects the continuing wellbeing of the U.S. economy.

1992: If I Had
$1,000,000 by
Barenaked Ladies

inferior goods, inflation, luxury
goods, real vs. nominal values

If I had a million dollars; I’d be rich

This song was released in 1992.
You would need over $1.7 million
today to have the same
purchasing power you had in
1992 with $1 million.

$1,000,000 can buy many
materialistic things but it can't
buy simple pleasures. This
song resonates because many
realized that chasing the dream
of more was not worth the cost.

1985: Money for
Nothing by Dire
Straits
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1993: C.R.E.A.M. by
Wu-Tang Clan

economics of crime, incentives,
marginal thinking, trade-offs

Cash Rules Everything Around Me;
C.R.E.A.M.; Get the money; Dollar, dollar bill
y’all

Cash provides a strong incentive
for people to work and steal.

From the point of view of the
artists, the only way to get
respect on the streets is to
have cash. Thus they turn to
drug running. The U.S. war on
drugs is being lost.

1994: Cigarettes and
Alcohol by Oasis

marginal utility, economics of
drugs, rational choice,
employment, opportunity cost

Is it my imagination; Or have I finally found
something worth living for?; I was looking for
some action; But all I found was cigarettes
and alcohol

Alcohol and tobacco provide high
marginal utility in the short run
and result in lower total utility in
the long run.

A slow-down in the economy
after the turbo charged 1980s
opens the way for this song that
advocates for an escape from
reality.

1995: Gangsta’s
Paradise by Coolio
ft. L.V.

economics of crime, human
capital, incentives, time preference

Power and the money; money and the power;
Minute after minute; hour after hour;
Everybody’s running; but half of them ain’t
looking; What’s going on in the kitchen; but I
don’t know what’s cookin’; They say I gotta
learn; but nobody’s here to teach me

Children who join gangs get
street smart but not book smart,
making it harder for them to land
traditional jobs.

This song reflects the life of
many youth caught in the inner
city. Gangs become a way to
survive.

1996: Day Job by
Gin Blossoms

human capital, labor market,
opportunity cost,
underemployment,

I’m never going back to college; For just one
good day job; You’re not missing much for
sure; Only everything that’s yours

People go to college with the
hope of increasing their human
capital and earn more money. It
doesn’t always work out that
way.

This song questions whether
the returns to college are worth
the price as college tuition
soars. Paying back student
loans is becoming a serious
concern for graduating
students.

1997: Santeria by
Sublime

consumption, cost-benefit
analysis, diminishing marginal
utility, inelastic demand, value of
money

Tell Sanchito that if he knows what is good
for him he best go run and hide; Daddy’s got
a new Forty-Five.

To discourage Sanchito from
seeing his daughter the dad
invests in a gun. Now, Sanchito
has something else to think
about in his decision to date this
girl.

A song about dealing with a
drug addiction. Heroin use was
becoming more prominent even
as marijuana and cocaine use
was falling.

1998: Why Don’t You
Get a Job? by The
Offspring

free riding, incentives, labor
market, reciprocity

I won’t pay, I won’t pay ya, no way, na-na;
Why don’t you get a job?; Say no way, say no
way ya, no way; na-na why don’t you get a
job?; Well I guess it ain’t easy doing nothing
at all; But hey man free rides just don’t come
along every day

If you don’t pay, or provide,
others cannot free ride off your
efforts. Instead, maybe they will
go and get a job.

A story of antagonism towards
people who mooch off of the
system. This reflects a
changing attitude towards
people who receive welfare.
Welfare reform, passed in
1996, was the culmination of
this attitude.

1999: Bills, Bills, Bills
by Destiny’s Child

borrowing, consumption,
expenses, financial responsibility,
free riding, income, partnerships

Now you’ve been maxing out my card (card);
Gave me bad credit, buyin’ me gifts with my
own ends; Haven’t paid the first bill; But
instead you’re headin’ to the mall

It isn’t his money so he spends it
freely, even buying presents for
his girlfriend, who is giving him
the money. Why take
responsibility when you don’t
really feel the fiscal pain of a
decision?

This song about strong women
providing for themselves
financially highlights the
changing attitude toward
women in the workplace and
issues of equal pay.

2000: Beautiful Day
by U2

international trade, needs vs.
wants, negative externalities,
opportunity cost, scarcity

See the world in green and blue; See China
right in front of you; See the canyons broken
by cloud; See the tuna fleets clearing the sea
out; See the Bedouin fires at night; See the
oil fields at first light; And see the bird with a
leaf in her mouth; After the flood all the colors
came out

U2 contrasts the beauty of nature
with markets that exploit
resources.

A song that illustrates a
changing attitude away from
material measures of
happiness.

2001: Open Up the
Border by Clutch

barter, free trade, gains from
trade, open markets, trade barriers

Won’t you open up the border; To rivers
running green, green, green, green, green; I
have kilo loads of plastic; To trade for
pumpkins seeds, seeds, seeds, seeds,
seeds; I know folks in Wichita as well as
Santa Fe; All veterans of the trade

Trade allows partners to
specialize in the production of
goods and services that they
have a comparative advantage in
producing. When boarders are
open more trade happens.

This powerful song is about
legalizing the drug trade.
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2002: Lose Yourself
by Eminem

government policy, living wage,
opportunity cost, poverty,
subsidies, tournament theory

Look, if you had one shot, or one opportunity;
To seize everything you ever wanted. One
moment; Would you capture it or just let it
slip?

If you could change the trajectory
of your life would you take the
chance? Eminem’s song ask this
question and forces us to think
about the tradeoff between
success and failure.

Another song illustrating the
desperation of poor people
living in the inner-city. The
refrain highlights the growing
tension between the haves and
have nots.

2003: eBay by Weird
Al Yankovic

consumer surplus, demand,
equilibrium price, international
trade, markets, producer surplus,
supply, willingness to pay,
willingness to sell,

My house ... is filled with this crap; Shows up
in bubble wrap; Most every day; What I
bought on eBay

eBay is a global marketplace that
facilitates trade by lowering the
cost of finding stuff you want.

This parody is partly about
materialism (all the stuff that
people buy that they don’t
need) but it is also about how
the internet has made it
possible to find almost any item
you want by searching and
clicking.

2004: Luxurious by
Gwen Stefani

consumption, income, labor
productivity, saving, tournament
theory, wealth

Working so hard every night and day; And
now we get the pay back; Trying so hard
saving up the paper; Now we get to lay back

Most musicians put in very long
hours, earn relatively low pay,
and face very long odds of
becoming a success. Getting the
“pay back” refers to making it big
and becoming wealthy.

A change in flavor from songs
that glorify conspicuous
consumption, this song
discusses living well, but within
your means.

2005: Diamonds
from Sierra Leone by
Kanye West

income mobility, international
trade, poverty, production, wealth

I remember I couldn’t afford a Ford Escort or
even a four-track recorder; so its only right
that I let the top drop on a drop-top Porsche

Kanye’s success moves him to
the top of the income ladder from
very humble beginnings.

Blood diamonds were a cause
de celeb in the early 2000s as
first world stars focused more
on third world problems.

2006: Irreplaceable
by Beyoncé

elasticity of demand, elasticity of
supply

You must not know ‘bout me;
I can have another you in a minute; Matter
fact, he’ll be here in a minute

Given that Beyoncé is one of the
world’s most beautiful and
successful people she has many
choices; however, if you’re dating
her, there are very few
replacements.

Another power girl song. As
opposed to songs of the 1950s
where females were pining for
a boyfriend, Beyonce sings
about the ease with which she
can replace an unsatisfactory
mate.

2007: Umbrella by
Rihanna ft. Jay-Z

wealth, investing, risk aversion,
financial security

Comin’ down like the Dow Jones; When the
clouds come, we gone; We Roc-A-Fellas;
We fly higher than weather

Rihanna’s success made her
immune to the financial crisis.

This song about planning for a
rainy day rang true during the
financial panic of 2007.
Rihanna sings that she "flies
above the weather" indicating
that she believed that her
success would not be undone
by economic volatility. She was
right, but others were not so
lucky.

2008: Circulate by
Young Jeezy

business cycle, inflation, interest
rates, investment, money supply,
saving, velocity of money,
unemployment

Things are gettin’ higher; makes it hard on
the buyers; Unemployment on the rise; Rent
being paid late, please, let the dollar circulate

“Let it circulate” refers to velocity.
When people stop spending a
vicious cycle of saving can retard
economic activity in the short run.

A song written to lighten the
mood at the early part of the
Great Recession with dreams
of what is to come.

2009: Down by Jay
Sean and Lil Wayne

business cycles, financial crises,
Great Recession

And honestly I’m down like the economy
(Yeah)

Lil Wayne isn’t really “down like
the economy”. With all the
success he has had as a rapper
his choice to wear a communist tshirt in the video is puzzling at
best.

As the Great Recession
continued, the artists wanted a
song to pick up people's spirits.

2010: Price Tag by
Jessie J ft. B.o.B

diminishing marginal utility (of
money), reservation price, trust,
utility, willingness to pay,
willingness to sell

Seems like everybody’s got a price; I wonder
how they sleep at night; When the sale
comes first and the truth comes second; Why
is everybody so obsessed?

People will do almost anything
for the right price. Some people
will even abandon their ethics to
earn a buck.

The Great Recession continued
to be a prominent theme, but
the focus was trying to get
people to forget about it.

2011: I Need A
Dollar by Aloe Blacc

cyclical unemployment,
deterioration of skills,
entrepreneurship, human capital,
poverty, value of money

I had a job but the boss man let me go; He
said I’m sorry but I won’t be needing your
help no more.

The reason Aloe is in need of a
dollar is because he lost his job.
Based on when the song was

No more good feelings. The
Great Recession caused a lot
of pain including high
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written, it was probably due to
the economic downturn.

unemployment leading to this
song of sorrow.

2012: Take a Walk
by Passion Pit

borrowing, business cycles,
consumption, market signaling,
recession, risk, saving, taxes,
transfer payments

But then my partner called to say the pension
funds were gone; He made some bad
investments, now the accounts are
overdrawn

If a pension fund is exposed to
too much risk, the account
balance declines, or in some
extreme cases is wiped out. No
financial assets can guarantee
future performance, they all have
some risk.

As a man realizes his wealth is
gone after the Great
Recession, he considers taking
a walk. Whether this is a
contemplation of suicide or just
walking away from his life, the
desperation brought on by
poverty is palpable.

2013: Thrift Shop by
Macklemore and
Ryan Lewis ft. Wanz

consumption, inferior goods,
marginal utility, mark up, profit
margins, subjective value

I’m gonna pop some tags; only got twenty
dollars in my pocket.

People who shop at thrift stores
are able to buy secondhand
goods at a price they can afford.
For most of us, these bargains
are suboptimal choices though.

Coming out of the Great
Recession, people, including
many Millennials, are focusing
on spending less for
consumption goods.

2014: Move That
Dope by Pharrell
Williams, Pusha T
and Casino

black markets, costs, crime,
entrepreneurship, imports, luxury
goods, profits

Whippin’ the yam, whippin’ and flippin’ the
yam; Turn the whole brick to a Lam’ Rerockin’ the dope, soon as it get off the boat

Making cocaine from the raw
materials coming in from
overseas and selling it provides
for an income that can be used to
buy a new Lamborghini.

A song about moving dope.
The song makes it clear that
the young people who sell
know better but the money is
easy and they have limited
opportunities to make a living
legitimately.

2015: Save Dat
Money by Lil Dicky

budget constraint
fiscal responsibility, marginal
thinking, opportunity cost,
savings, time consistency

Ay, where the gold at baby?
Ay, where the clothes at baby?
Ay, where the dough at baby?
In the bank but you know I ain’t tryna blow
that baby.

I’ve got the resources to buy
these things, but if I take my
money out of savings, there
won’t be anything left for the
future.

A song of financial sanity that
deemphasizes spending.
Savings rates in the U.S.
climbed during the Great
Recession leading some to
reconsider the profligacy of the
early 2000s.

2016: Stressed Out
by 21 Pilots

time value of money, real income,
happiness, utility, nominal income

We used to play pretend, give each other
different names
We would build a rocket ship and then we’d
fly it far away
Used to dream of outer space but now they’re
laughing at our face
Saying, "Wake up, you need to make money"

Job seekers are stressed out by
the difficulties finding good jobs
while carrying significant college
debt.

An anthem for a society
obsessed with materialism.
The stresses of life have led to
the desire for a simpler life.
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Appendix: Lyric Animation Project with Economic Commentary
This project asks you to create a lyric animation of a song with substantial economic content.
You can use any platform you like to create your project. You should assume that your audience
is your fellow students. The project should be straightforward, captivating, and professionally
done.
Project Outline and Requirements:
I.

What to Include in Your Final Project
A.
Title Screen - The title screen should include your name(s), the artist and the
song title. Do not include the course title or course number.
B.
How Your Song Choice Relates to Economics - Please link your choice of song to
economic concepts as appropriate. Therefore, your choice of a song dictates
how successful you will be in uncovering the economics.

II.

Ways to Make Your Project Better - Use Google Images to find interesting pictures that
illustrate key points, are amusing, or identify people and places mentioned in the song.
The layout should be easy to read (uncluttered). You can also set the timings so that the
lyrics, economics commentary and pictures appear and then disappear. This adds visual
interest. Keep the commentary short.

III.

Timeliness - You must upload your completed lyric animation as directed. Late
animations will not be accepted.

IV.

Working Together - You may work with as many as three other students to complete
your lyric animation. All students whose names appear on the title screen earn the same
amount of extra credit. The amount of extra credit earned is not divided by your group
size so you are encouraged to work together and use your respective comparative
advantages to complete the project as efficiently as possible.

V.

Want Help Before You Submit? Bring your lyric animation before the deadline and you
will receive pointers to revise your submission.

VI.

Cool Opportunity - The best lyric animations will be shown before class during the last
few weeks of the semester. Every lyric animation shown in class will earn an additional
1% in extra credit.
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